General instructions: Ayurvedic terms must be italic and sentences case and if necessary add English equalents in closed brackets. Ex. Shodhana (purification)

ABSTRACT (10 Bold UPPERCASE)

The abstract should summarize the content of the paper. Try to keep the abstract below 200 words. Do not make references nor display equations in the abstract. The journal will be printed from the same-sized copy prepared by you. Your manuscript should be printed on A4 paper (21.0 cm x 29.7 cm). It is imperative that the margins and style described below be adhered to carefully. This will enable us to keep uniformity in the final printed copies of the Journal. Please keep in mind that the manuscript you prepare will be photographed and printed as it is received. Readability of copy is of paramount importance. (10 no bold)

KEYWORDS: (10 Bold UPPERCASE) About five to six key words in alphabetical order, separated by comma (10 no bold)

Running title:

INTRODUCTION (10 BOLD UPPERCASE)

Introduction should include background of the subject, earlier works carried out, signify the relationship with the proposed work and aims and objectives of this study. (10 no bold)

MATERIALS AND METHODS (10 Bold UPPERCASE)

It should be complete enough to allow experiments to be reproduced. All the procedures should be described in detail. For example, diagnostic methods, description of the eligibility of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, methods adopted for the study along with the references to the established method, dosage, route of administration should be mentioned in detail. (10 no bold)

In Subheadings must be in sentence case with 10 points and bold.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (10 BOLD UPPERCASE)

The observations of the study must illustrate with figures or tables wherever necessary. The research with appropriate statistical analysis described in the methods section should be self explanatory. (01 no bold)

TABLES: Tables must be insert within the text.

Table 1: Observations during the Gandhaka Sodhana Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Initial wt. of Gandhaka</td>
<td>500 g.</td>
<td>500 g.</td>
<td>500 g.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Cow’s Milk                          2 litres       2 litres       2 litres
3. Cow’s Ghee                          150 g.         150 g.         150 g.
4. No. of Upalas                       30             25             25
5. Time taken to burn of              40 mints        35 mints        35 mints
   Upalas

CONCLUSION (10 Bold UPPERCASE)

The major findings of the work highlighting its importance, relevance and their usefulness of the study shall summarized. The conclusions of this study must discuss a short summary and further scope in the field should describe in this context. (10 no bold)

REFERENCES (10 Bold UPPERCASE)

References should be in Vancouver style and numbered consecutively in the order in which they are first mentioned in the text. Cite the references in the text by the appropriate number with superscript e.g. [1], [2, 3], [4-6], [7, 8-10] and the numbers should be within square brackets. References cited only in tables or figure legends should be numbered in accordance with the sequence established by the first identification in the text of the particular table or figure. Avoid using abstracts as references and do not cite any references in conclusion section. (10 no bold)

FIGURES (10 BOLD UPPERCASE)

Figures must be on separate pages in JPEG format but not inserted within the text or separate page after reference section and bear a brief title in lower case bold face letters below the figure. Photographs, drawings, diagrams and charts are to be numbered in one consecutive series of the numerals in the order in which they are cited in the text and abbreviated as Fig. 1, Fig. 2 etc., Photos or drawings must have a good contrast of dark and light. Legends of figures should be brief, but complete and self-explanatory so that the reader can easily understand the results presented in the figure. (10 no bold)
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